Propositions (b), (c) and (e) follow quickly from definitions while (a) is proved in Grunbaum [2] . Proposition (d) is due to Asplund [1] . The following theorem is the main communication of this note.
THEOREM. Let XaR d , d > 2, be compact and convex. Then (i) The metric space (P(X), q) is compact if and only if ext
(
ii) The metric space (F(X), q) is compact if and only
Proof. We consider part (i). The only if part is obvious. Suppose {A n } -* A with A n 6 P(X) for all n. Clearly if dim (A) = 0, A is a limit point of ext (X) aίid we are done. We proceed now by induction on the dimension of A. Let dim (A) = k + 1. We may suppose k + 1 ^ cZ -2 since if fc + 1 = <£ -1 the sequence {A n } is eventually constant and we are done. We consider cases:
Without loss of generality we may suppose dim (A J = k + 1 (otherwise we pass to an appropriate subsequence). Let x e relint (A). Since x is a limit point of the set ext fc^ (X) and k + 1 ^ d -2 our hypotheses imply that there exists Q eP(X) with dim (Q) = fc + 1 and a eQ. By Proposition (b) icQ. We claim A = Q. Suppose not. Then there exists # 6 rel bd (A) Π relint (Q) and there exists a sequence {3/*} -1/ with y n 6 rel bd (AJ for all w. Let F n e P(A n ) with y Λ 6 F n and JP % =£ A n for all w. Without loss of generality we may suppose {F n }->F for some F. Since dim (FJ <: & for all n we have dim (F) <: &.
Since we have that F n e P(X) for all w and since dim (F) ^ & the induction hypothesis implies FeP(X).
Since F f] relint (Q) =£ 0, Proposition (b) implies QcF, a contradiction since dim (ί 1 ) < dim(Q). Thus A = Q and we are done.
Case 2. There is no subsequence of {A n } each element of which has dimension k + 1. Then there exists {% n }->x with a? n e rel bd (AJ for all n. Let i^ 6 P(A n ), F n Φ A n , with x n e F n for all n. Without loss of generality we may suppose {F n } -> F for some F. Note F n e P(X) and dim (F n ) < dim (A Λ ) for all n. If there is a subsequence of {i^} each element of which has dimension k + 1 then a? is a limit point of ext fc+1 (X) and we have returned to the argument of the first case. If not, we repeat the latter procedure as many times as needed to return.
We turn now to the proof of part (ii). The only if part is trivial and is omitted. In view of (i), we need only show "a face of a face is a face. We must now have B = Ap\ Q since β is a maximal proper face of A. This completes the proof of (ii).
If one defines /: rel bd (X) -> P(X) where fix) is the smallest poonem of X containing x, then one has an example of the face function introduced by V. Klee and M. Martin and Bί^(D) but rather that exp x (D) is not compact since the theorem in R* that generalizes is that (^~(X), q) is compact if and only if exp (X) and exp x (X) are compact.
